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Julian Assange Arrested after Seven Years in Ecuador’s
Embassy
1) What did Julian Assange do in 2006?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
2) What is Wikileaks? Describe it.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
3) How come Julian Assange lived in Ecuador’s Embassy in London for seven
years?
a) He was afraid that he would be put on trial and taken to the US but the
Ecuadorian government protected him
b) He was going to write a book about Wikileaks and asked for isolation
and silence
c) Embassies have a better reputation than hotels in London
4) Why was he arrested by British police last week?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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5) True or False? Circle the correct answer about why Wikileaks received a
lot of attention in 2010.
a) Secret recordings of top meetings in the White House were published
in media. True / False
b) Secret US military documents were released. True / False
c) The documents included a video from a US helicopter showing the
killing of Iraqi civilians. True / False
6) Who says what? Draw a line between the right statement and the right
speaker.
•

“No one is above the law”

•

“No democratic government ought to
be extraditing a publisher for having
published truthful information”

•

“He is a true journalist who
exposes the truth”

Jen Robinson,
lawyer
Assange’s backers
Theresa May,
British Prime
Minister

7) What will happen to Julian Assange now?
a) The UK have decided that he will be sent to the US for investigation
b) The UK will have to decide whether he will be sent to jail in the UK
c) The UK will have to decide whether he will be sent to the US for
investigation

Air pollution
8) What is the polluted air we breathe caused by?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
9) What do we use coal and oil for?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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10) What is the environmental organisation campaigning for clean air called?
a) Friends of Good Health
b) Friends of the Earth
c) Friends of Clean Air
11) How do the toxic gases from traffic affect your health according to Muna
Suleiman?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
12) How does Alfie suffer when the air is bad?
a) His asthma bothers him twice as much
b) He has to wear a face mask to keep out pollution when he is in the city
c) He had to stay up one night because his chest was really bad
13) A student in Birmingham talked about one way to reduce air pollution.
What did she suggest?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Using Virtual Reality to Stop Bullying
14) How does the virtual reality app about stopping bullying in schools
function? Describe how it could prevent bullying in schools.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

15) What does pupil Luke think about the app?
a) It made him happy and content with his situation at school
b) It made him realise that he will help people when they are being
bullied
c) It made him cry and it reminded him when he was being bullied
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10-minute discussion
What do you think about the app that was described in the radio programme? Do
you think this is a good way to stop bullying? Would you like to use a virtual reality
app to stop bullying at school?
Imagine that you would create a virtual reality app - what would it be used for?

The Big Debate
What is a leak? What is a whistleblower? What is the difference between a leak and a
whistleblower?
What kind of information is classified as confidential information? Use the Internet
to find out more and list things you think should be confidential information.
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Answers
Julian Assange Arrested after Seven Years in Ecuador’s Embassy
1) He set up a website called Wikileaks
2) The website publishes or ‘leaks’ confidential documents from
governments and other high-profile organisations.
3) a
4) The Ecuadorian government revoked his asylum.
5) a) False b) True c) True
6) “ No one is above the law” - Theresa May, British Prime Minister
“No democratic government ought to be extraditing a publisher
for having published truthful information - Jen Robinson, lawyer
“He is a true journalist who exposes the truth” - Assange’s backers
7) c

Air Pollution
8) It is caused by burning fossil fuels
9) We use it to make heat, electricity and to fuel cars.
10) b
11) They can worsen your asthma and they can cause heart disease and lung
cancer.
12) c
13) Sharing cars

Using Virtual Reality to Stop Bullying
14) Pupils experience what it’s like to be bullied and they get to choose how
to react. (Pupils are placed in different scenarios where children in
school are being bullied).
15) b
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